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In this note, it is shown that the Hardy]Hilbert inequality for double series can
 .be improved by introducing a proper weight function of the form prsin prp y
 . 1y 1r r   . .O n rn with O n ) 0 into either of the two single summations. Whenr r
r s 2, the classical Hilbert inequality is improved. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 4  4Let a and b be two sequences of non-negative real numbers,n n
1rp q 1rq s 1 and p ) 1. If ` a p - q` and ` bq - q`, then thens1 n ns1 n
Hardy]Hilbert inequality may be written in the form
1rp 1rq` ` ` `p
p qa b m q n O p sin a b . 1 .  .   m n n n /  /  /pms1 ns1 ns1 ns1
 .  .As is well known, the constant prsin prp in 1 is best possible. In
 .words, prsin prp cannot be replaced by any positive number smaller
 w x.than it cf. 1, 2 . If we introduce a proper weight function of the form
 .  .  .prsin prp y « n and replace the right-hand side of 1 byr
1rp 1rq` `p p
p qp sin y e n a p sin y « n b .  . q n p n 5  5 /  /p pns1 ns1
0 - « n x0 , . .r
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 .then we will have an improvement of 1 . In this paper, it will be shown
 .  . 1y1r r  . that « n s O n rn works, where O n ) 0 is defined below r sr r r
.p, q .
2. THEOREM AND ITS PROOF
What we wish to prove is the following result.
 4  4THEOREM. Let a and b be two sequences of non-negati¨ e realn n
numbers, 1rp q 1rq s 1 and p ) 1. If ` a p - q` and ` bq - q`,ns1 n ns1 n
then we ha¨e the inequality
1rp` ` `a b pm n 1r p pO p sin y O n rn a .   q n 5 /m q n pms1 ns1 ns1
1rq` p
1r q q= p sin y O n rn b , 2 .  . p n 5 /pns1
 .  .  .where O n ) 0 r s p, q is defined below, in 3 , and the equality con-r
 .  4  4tained in 2 holds if and only if a or b is the zero-sequence.n n
Proof. We use Hardy's technique and apply Holder's inequality toÈ
 .estimate the left-hand side of 2 as
1rp 1rq` ` ` `
p qa b r m q n O w n a w n b , .  .  .   m n q n p n 5  5
ms1 ns1 ns1 ns1
 .where the weight function w n is defined byr
` 1rr1 n
w n s r s p , q .  .r  /n q m mms1
Let us define the function f by
1rr1 n
wf t s t g 1, q` , . . /n q t t
where r ) 1 and n g N. Applying the Euler]Maclaurin summation for-




w n s f t dt q f 1 q p t f 9 t dt .  .  .  .  .H Hr 21 1
p
1y1r rs p sin y A n y nr2 n q 1 q C n n 4 .  .  .
p
p
1y1r rs p sin y O n n , .rp
 .where the function O n is defined byr
O n s A n y n 2 n q 1 q C n , 3 .  .  .  .  .r
 .  .while A n and C n are defined respectively by
1rr1 11rn1y1r rA n s n dt . H  /1 q t t0
and
`
2r q 1 nt q n .
C n s p t dt , .  .H 2 1q1r r 51 r n q t t .
1 . w xwhere p t s t y t y .2
 .We need only show that O n ) 0.r
w xIn our previous paper 4 it was proved that
1rr 1r r1 1 r 2 r y 1 n .1rn
dt P ,H  /1 q t t r y 1 n 2 r y 1 q r y 1 .  .  . .0
whence
A n P nr 2 r y 1 r y 1 n 2 r y 1 q r y 1 . 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .
 . w .  .Moreover, for any function F t , t g 1, q` , if F t x0, then it is
w xknown from the paper 5 that
` 1
p t F t dt ) y F 1 , .  .  .H 81
1 . w xwhere p t s t y t y .2
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Consider the functions defined by
2 1r rF t s r q 1 n r n q t t .  .  .1
and
22 1q1r rF t s n r n q t t , .  .2
 .  .where r ) 1 and n g N. Obviously, F t x0 and F t x0 in the interval1 2
w .1, q` . Hence we have
` ` `
C n s p t F t q F t dt s p t F t dt q r t F t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H H H1 2 1 2
1 1 1
1 1 r q 1 n q n2 .
) y F 1 y F 1 s y . 5 .  .  .1 2 28 8 8 r n q 1 .
 .  .  .In virtue of 3 , 4 , and 5 we obtain
nr 2 r y 1 n r q 1 n q n2 .  .
O n ) y y .r 2r y 1 n 2 r y 1 q r y 1 2 n q 1 .  .  .  . . 8 r n q 1 .
nr n
s y
r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 2 n q 1 .  .  .  . .
r q 1 n q n2 .
y 28 r n q 1 .
n nr q 2 r q n y r y 1 r y 1 r 2 r y 1 .  .  . .
s n q 1 2 r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 .  .  . .
r q 1 q n .
y 58 r n q 1 .
n nr q 2 r q n y r y 1 r q 1 q n .  .
) y 5n q 1 2 r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 8 r n q 1 .  .  .  . .
n nr
s n q 1 2 r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 .  .  . .
n q r q 1 n q r q 1
q y 52 r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 8 r n q 1 .  .  .  . .
n2 r
) ) 0.
2 n q 1 r y 1 n q r y 1 r 2 r y 1 .  .  .  . .
Thus we complete the proof of the theorem.
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In particular, when r s 2 we can attain a refinement of Hilbert's
inequality.
COROLLARY. If ` a2 - q` and ` b2 - q`, then we ha¨e thens1 n ns1 n
inequality
1r2` ` `a bm n 2’O p y O n n a .    / n 5m q nms1 ns1 ns1
1r2`
2’= p y O n n b 6 .  .  / n 5
ns1
 .  .  .  .where O n with r s 2 is defined by 3 , and the equality contained in 6
 4  4holds if and only if a or b is the zero-sequence.n n
 .3. COMPUTATION OF O n AND CONCLUSION
 .  .  .  .A n and C n contained in 3 are denoted respectively by A n and2
 .  .C n when r s 2. And the function f t is defined by2
1r21 1
xf t s t g 0, 1 . .  /1 q t t
Then
11rn’ ’A n s n f t dt s 2 n arc tg . 7 .  .  .H2 ’n0
w x  .According to the paper 3 , C n may be written as2
2 ksy1 ’n B 1 12 k 2 ky1.C n s y f q p , 8 .  .2 s /  /2k ! n n .ks1
1 1 1where B 's are Bernoulli numbers, viz B s , B s y , B s , B sj 2 4 6 86 30 42
1y , etc.; p is the remainder having the same sign as that of the first tos30
be dropped, and having smaller absolute value in comparison. Hence we
attain
O n s A n q C n y n 2 n q 1 , 9 .  .  .  .  .2 2
 .  .  .  .where A n and C n are defined respectively by 7 and 8 .2 2
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